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Abstract. All engineering firms maintain archives of previously designed artifacts, often in the form of databases of computer aided design (CAD) data. Design
repositories are an evolution of such databases to include more heterogenous information and to provide enhanced capabilities through the application of knowledge representation techniques. This paper introduces on-going work on applying
description logic and the Semantic Web to constructing such design repositories.

1

Introduction

Engineers spend large portions of their time searching through vast amounts of corporate legacy data and catalogs searching for existing solutions which can be modified to
solve new problems or to be assembled into a new device [1]. This requires utilizing
databases or online listings of text, images, and computer aided design (CAD) data.
Browsing and navigating such collections are based on manually-constructed categorizations which are error prone, difficult to maintain, and often based on an insufficiently dense hierarchy. Search functionality is limited to inadequate keyword scanning
or matching on overly simplistic attributes.
Design repositories [2, 3] are an evolution of traditional design databases. They aim
to overcome existing limitations by applying knowledge representation techniques to
storing and working with artifacts in the collection. Function, behavior, rationale, and
other aspects of the designs are captured and reasoned on to enable search, categorization, and other tasks in support the engineer, similar to case-based reasoning [4]. Figure 1 depicts this process. Design repositories typically also extend design databases
by including more heterogenous information, incorporating such items as CAD data,
documentation, simulations, animations, and analyses. Many also have the explicit goal
of providing support throughout the lifecycle of a design, as opposed to focusing solely
on detailed design geometry suitable for manufacturing.
This paper introduces and briefly overviews work on applying description logic and
the Semantic Web to constructing design repositories. An ontology of electromechanical devices based on function and flow is used in representing, classifying, and comparing such devices. In particular, the application of least-common-subsumer and most?
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Fig. 1. The design repository process.

specific-class induction to providing design repository inferences not possible with traditional database implementations is introduced. The role of the Semantic Web in creating a new kind of public, distributed, multi-source design repository is also discussed.
The organization of this paper is as follows: Section 2 compares this effort to related work in assembly representation and design repositories. Description logic-based
knowledge representation and reasoning for design repositories is described in Section 3. Section 4 discusses design repositories on the Semantic Web. Finally, Section 5
presents some closing conclusions.

2

Related Work

This section analyses work on assembly representation and repository reasoning.
Most familiar to engineers are the representations of devices used in Computer
Aided Design (CAD) packages. At the core of these are the solid models of the device’s components. Upon these are placed constraints in the form of analytic geometry
equations describing the motions present in the mechanism [5–7]. However, such equations provide little basis for reasoning beyond simulation through constraint solving. In
addition, current CAD does not typically capture abstract information such as function
in any form suitable for automated reasoning or even efficient human use, nor information across multiple domains (e.g. electrical and mechanical).
Also familiar to engineering design students are notations of function as in [8].
Many representations explicitly capture the functions present in an assembly [9–11].
These typically capture function information at variable levels of abstraction and across
multiple domains but lack the formal framework to support automated reasoning. Repositories using such representations often rely on simple keyword and attribute matching.
Qualitative physics and logic-based representations [12–16] attempt to define the semantics of assemblies in more abstract manners than the geometric equations employed
in CAD in order to provide for richer inferences. However, these systems typically do
not address many types of inference associated with design repositories, such as deter-

Fig. 2. Typical CDS Cell.

mining similarities between devices. In addition, the expressiveness of the languages
used often incurs significant cost in terms of computability and tractability.

3

Representation and Reasoning

Description logic has been chosen as the formal framework for this work because of
its favorable complexity results and inference capabilities. In order to promote efficient
reasoning, careful attention has been paid to the class expression constructs used. The
central ontology is simple enough to be expressed in ALEN1 . For simplicity, in this
paper EL is used in the examples while in practice ALEN is also used for these.
For reasons of space2 , the ontology defining the representation is not given in this
paper but is instead shown through examples. The core of the ontology defines a simple
representation of artifacts based on function and flow [9–11]. Extensions to the core ontology define extensive taxonomies of functions and flows derived from those presented
in [9] and [10], which were developed from large surveys of engineers.
Figure 2 depicts a typical artifact, a cadmium sulfide cell. These cells are used as
light sensors. They are photoresistors; the presence of light decreases the resistance
encountered by electricity flowing across the cell. This information can be represented
as in Figure 3(a) by a function and flow diagram similar to those presented in [9] but
not identical. By interpreting the diagrams as a set of objects and relations, they can be
represented in a description logic model as in Figure 3(b).
This representation does not rigorously and unambiguously capture the semantics
of mechanisms. Instead, it provides a language expressive enough to describe and distinguish devices while maintaining efficiency and computability. It is neither so formal
as to prevent practical computing, nor so informal as to prohibit automated reasoning.
Classification of objects is a standard description logic inference. It can be used to
search for devices meeting specific criterion as well as to apply a manually developed
categorization scheme. For example, the class of electronic sensors could be defined as
those objects which measure some input and return an electrical signal:
Electronic-Sensor ≡ Artifact u ∃function.[Measure u ∃input.Flowu
∃output.[Electrical u Signal]].
1
2

A good reference for description logic expressivity notations is [17].
(and the lead author breaking an arm in five places shortly before the submission deadline...)
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(a) Simplified function and flow diagram.
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(b) Figure 3(a) as model.

CDS-Cell-Sensor ≡ Assembly u ∃function.[Measure u ∃input.VisibleLightu
∃achievedBy.[Component u ∃function.[Import u ∃flow.DC5v]]u
∃achievedBy.[Component u ∃function.[Import u ∃flow.Light] u ∃function.[Regulateu
∃flow.Electrical]] u ∃achievedBy.[Component u ∃function.[Export u ∃flow.DC5v]]u
∃output.AnalogElectricalSignal].
(c) Function and flow diagram as class description.
Fig. 3. Function and flow modeling of a Cadmium Sulfide (CDS) Cell, a common photoresistor.

The representation in Figure 3 matches this definition, provided that Assembly ⊆
Artifact, VisibleLight ⊆ Flow, and AnalogElectricalSignal ⊆ Electrical u Signal.
Determination of subsumption relations between classes, another standard description logic inference, can be used to organize the knowledge base for more efficient
classification. A related but less common inference is induction of the least common
subsumer of sets of classes [18–20]. The least common subsumer is the class of which
each class in the given set is a subclass and for which there exists no subclass of which
each class in the given set is a subclass. This is often used in conjunction with the ability to develop the most specific class of an object. The most specific class defines the
necessary and sufficient conditions for membership in the class consisting of the given
object—it is a mapping of all the properties of the given object into a class definition.
Least common subsumer inference can be used in a design repository in several
ways. It can facilitate the construction of a categorization scheme in a bottom-up fashion from very specific classes; these tend to be more intuitive for users not trained in
knowledge representation to create [21]. It can also be combined with most specific
class induction to derive a categorization from given devices, as opposed to developing one a priori. The novelty of this capability in this domain is the ability to provide
automatically generated, sophisticated categories for browsing/manual search, knowledge discovery of similarities, and a form of searching where the query is placed into

the context of the hierarchy and the user can browse through relationships to existing
models, rather than being presented solely with items which match exactly.
Figure 4(c) shows the most specific class for the cadmium sulfide cell representation in EL, which consists of conjunctions and existential restrictions3 . Figures 4(a)
through 4(d) depict other devices and their function and flow diagrams. Most specific
classes for these are shown in Figure 4(e). By inferring least common subsumers for
these classes, it is possible to automatically construct a hierarchy of induced class descriptions. Classes in the hierarchy generated from these devices include at the top level
∃function.Measure and ∃function.Produce, provided that Detect ⊂ Measure, partitioning the devices into sensors and effectors. At the other end of the hierarchy, the most
specific classes of CDS-Cell-Sensor and Phototransistor will have been inferred to be
subclasses of an induced class identical to the two classes, a result of their identical
models and denoting a great deal of similarity between the two devices.

4

The Role of the Semantic Web

Utilizing current Semantic Web technology, design representations can be embedded
inside Web resources. Figure 5(a) gives the source for Figure 3(a), encoded using
the Resource Description Framework (RDF) [22], DARPA Agent Markup Language
(DAML) [23], and the DAML version of the ontology described in the previous section. In this form it can be cleanly incorporated into webpages such as in Figure 5(b).
One feature of this capability is that the data sources are readily available for consumption by a wide variety of Web users. Existing search engines and directory services
may index and retrieve them using standard techniques. Human users may come upon
them through links from other webpages, with or without such markup. Importantly,
they will be accessible to many different kinds of repositories distributed across the Internet. The information present in the markup can be easily read into a database-based
system, which may offer the best performance for classification and applying a priori
categorizations, as well as into description logic-based repositories or other systems
with an enhanced set of services, such as automatically inducing categorizations.
Another feature is that the data sources can be easily published by any organization
or individual with an interest in making their designs available for human Web traffic and multiple search engines, databases, and design repositories. This may enable:
improved communication and resource utilization between potentially geographically
distributed design groups on a company intranet; enhanced search and navigation capabilities of catalogs and listings for consumers looking for products, possibly through
third-party portal sites leveraging the semantic markup to achieve increased effectiveness and coverage; design repository support for a wide range of individuals such as
hobbyists and students with an interest in maintaining a collection of their own designs
or those produced within an entire community of users.
3

In more expressive description logics it might not be.
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Phototransistor ≡ Assembly u ∃function.[Measure u ∃input.VisibleLight u ∃achievedBy.[Component u ∃function.[Import u ∃flow.DC5v]]u
∃achievedBy.[Component u ∃function.[Import u ∃flow.Light] u ∃function.[Regulate u ∃flow.Electrical]]u
∃achievedBy.[Component u ∃function.[Export u ∃flow.DC5v] u ∃output.AnalogElectricalSignal]].
Encoder ≡ Assembly u ∃function.[Detect u ∃input.Material u ∃achievedBy.[Component u ∃function.[Detect u ∃flow.InfraredLightu
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(e) Function and flow diagrams as class descriptions.
Fig. 4. Function and flow diagrams for several other devices.

CDS Cell Light Sensor
One of the most common items used on small hobby or educational robots are light
sensors. With even the simplest of uses, they enable the robot to perform tasks such as
navigating towards a light, hiding in dark corners, following other robots, etc. More
advanced uses permit following lines and detecting obstacles.

<rdf:RDF
xmlns:rdf = "&rdf;#" xmlns:rdfs = "&rdfs;#" xmlns:daml = "&daml;#"
xmlns:eng = "&eng;#" xmlns:func = "&func;#" xmlns:flow = "&flow;#"
xmlns =
"http://edge.mcs.drexel.edu/assemblies/tests/iaai03/cds-cell.daml#">

The most common of such sensors fall into two categories: photoresistors and phototransistors. One more
particular type of the former are made of Cadmium Sulfide cells. A picture is presented below. These are
commonly available from Radio Shack or from any electronic components catalog pretty cheaply.

<daml:Ontology rdf:about="#" >
<daml:imports rdf:resource="&eng;" />
<daml:imports rdf:resource="&func;" />
<daml:imports rdf:resource="&flow;" />
</daml:Ontology>
<eng:Assembly rdf:about="#CDS-Cell-Sensor">
<eng:function><func:Measure>
<eng:input><flow:VisibleLight /></eng:input>
<eng:achievedBy><eng:Component rdf:about="#Pin1">
<eng:function><func:Import>
<eng:flow><flow:DC5v /></eng:flow>
</func:Import></eng:function>
</eng:Component></eng:achievedBy>
<eng:achievedBy><eng:Component rdf:about="#Cell">
<eng:function><func:Import>
<eng:flow><flow:Light /></eng:flow>
</func:Import></eng:function>
<eng:function><func:Regulate>
<eng:flow><flow:Electrical /></eng:flow>
</func:Regulate></eng:function>
</eng:Component></eng:achievedBy>
<eng:achievedBy><eng:Component rdf:about="#Pin2">
<eng:function><func:Export>
<eng:flow><flow:DC5v /></eng:flow>
</func:Export></eng:function>
</eng:Component></eng:achievedBy>
<eng:output><flow:AnalogElectricalSignal /></eng:output>
</func:Measure></eng:function>
</eng:Assembly>
</rdf:RDF>

(a) RDF/DAML source for diagram
in Figure 3(a).

A CDS cell as commonly packaged.

Function and flow diagram of CDS Cell.

CDS Cells are photoresistive light sensors. When no light is present their impedance is extremely high, and
conversely very low when no light is present. In contrast to phototransistors, these cells generally don’t seem
to have as large a range of values between the two extremes of light and dark. These cells also have a much
slower reaction time in response to changes in light as they have a large memory effect.
These sensors are straightforward to wire. They’re bidirectional, so simply connect one leg to your sensor
input pin and the other to ground. Follow this link for a discussion on connecting phototransistors to a
HandyBoard. These CDS Cells connect in the same fashion except you don’t have to worry about which leg
goes to which pin.
[Note: This page is a small demonstration of marking up pages about robots and their components. You
can click on the "DAML Inside" link to see the markup, which corresponds to the function and flow
diagram above. The diagram isn’t truly necessary as it currently has no bearing on the text. I note that the
markup is in a weird form---a class oriented view---which I think will be odd in practice. Instead, the
device will probably be modeled as an instance in any actual system we develop. The markup’s very
simple currently. Some of the interesting things to add is the additional information present in the text,
Click to open markup
such as the note about its response time and notes on connecting it to other devices.]
tool or use "View
Source"
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(b) Webpage with Figure 5(a) embedded in the source.

Fig. 5. Function and flow model incorporated into Web resource for cadmium sulfide cell.

5

Conclusions

This paper has briefly overviewed work on constructing design repositories for the Semantic Web. Applications of description logic inferences to achieve novel repository
capabilites have been introduced. The motivations for placing such repositories on the
Semantic Web have also been described. A planned future testbed of these ideas is
implementation in support of a university course on small mobile robotics [24]. Current work includes the addition of non-standard description logic inferences to DAMLJessKB, a DAML-native description logic reasoner developed for this project [25], to
demonstrate the utility of such inferences as applied to design repositories.
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